4C’s Weekly Activities January 31- February 4 Theme: Stella Luna
Monday 31

Tuesday 1

Wednesday 2

Thursday 3

Literacy Activity

Math Activity

Science Activity

Art Activity

Story Comprehension

Bat math Materials: paper, color pencils

Paper airplanes

Tree silhouette painting

Materials: paper and pencil

and dice It’s easy to make your own math
Materials: paper and color crayons

Materials: paper, black paint and paint

games. On a piece of paper draw a little
Stella Luna By Janell Cannon

Stella Luna at the bottom at the paper and
at the top draw a red ripe mango! Now

Listen to this story about Stella Luna

connect the two with 10-15 little squares

and her bird friends. They are so

in a zig zag pattern. Make a small Bat

different but feel so much alike. It’s a

shape for each player.

mystery but they are friends indeed.
To play the game: roll the dice and count

First draw on your paper and write
your name. Next, with the help of an
adult follow the steps to make a
paper airplane
Now have fun doing some flying
experiment. How far can your

Friday 4
Social Emotional/Movement
Activity
Friendship fruit salad

brush

Materials: different fruits, cutting
board, a small knife and a bowl.

Remember the trees in the book Stella

Paper and pencil

Luna. In the night sky the trees look like
silhouettes.

Chose different fruits to cut up
and put together in a bowl. The

Use your paint brush and black paint to

different fruits taste so delicious

paint the long lines of the trees.

together. That’s how friends are,

After listening to the story about Stella

how many squares Stella Luna can move

Luna try to make a list of the many

up to the Mango. For example if you roll a

ways they are different and then ways

2 move up 2 squares, if you roll a 4 move

they are the same.

up 4 squares …

How are they different? What they

Each turn roll the dice and then count until

eat… Where they live… How they fly…

Stella Luna gets to the top and to her

Then look upwards and notice how it gets

salad ask your friends or family

How they look… What else?

delicious Mango.

thinner and thinner until at the top it looks

which fruit was their favorite.

Now how are they the same? Who do

If you don’t have a dice you can make it

they like? What do they like to do

out of paper: Make 6 small pieces of paper

When the paint is dry use your colored

together? How they look? What else?

and put a number on each one, 1,2,3,4,5,6.

pencils to add birds or a birds nest or

Put the little papers in a cup and each turn

Stella Luna.

airplane fly? Make a prediction and
then test it out. What makes it fly
the furthest do you guess? What
makes it fly in a straight line? What
makes it fly up?

so different but so good
Start by observing a tree. Look at where it
meets the ground. The tree trunk is widest
at the bottom.

amount on the paper.

Make a list of the fruit you cut
and when you eat your fruit

like little twigs.

you can draw out a paper and move the

together!

